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Target Audience:  MR physicists/engineers interested in fast and accurate parallel transmit B1 mapping 
Purpose: Development of a 3D-DREAM based B1 mapping scheme, utilizing distinct channel combinations for acquisition and preparation, for efficient and accurate mapping of transmit arrays. 
Methods: DREAM (1) is one of the fastest available B1 mapping methods and allows volumetric acquisitions of the whole brain with either multi-slice (2) or three-dimensional readouts (3). The combination for high speed, good accuracy and volumetric data opens perspectives for rapid calibration of parallel transmit (pTX) coil arrays in the sub-minute regime. Nevertheless pTX coil mapping is usually hampered by low B1 intensity occurring in certain areas of the imaging volume – this can generally be reduced by employing interferometry techniques (4), i.e. employing linear combinations of the transmit channel and using those to derive the single channel B1 maps. One recent approach utilizes relative phase coefficients derived from a Fourier series (phase cycling, PC (5)) to calculate adequate coil maps. Unfortunately the PC approach, when applied both to the preparation and acquisition blocks of DREAM, provides low SNR in a few combinations. As a countermeasure the acquisition block can be run in a different transmit combination, e.g. CP-mode, than the preparation block. However, in case of the CP mode the DREAM intrinsic computation of the (relative) TX phase is no longer possible as the transmit phase information is lost by the magnetization preparation. Here, we propose to utilize two distinct interferometry encodings for the preparation and the acquisition block and use this additional information to derive the phase data without the necessity of extra scans. For the preparation block the phase cycling approach is utilized with encoding coefficients ,  and the one-inverted, , , approach for the acquisition block. The explicit matrices are (c: coil index; m: encoding step, M: number of transmit coils) 

,  exp 2 1           ,  1  1    The absolute B1 maps, reconstructed according to (1), can be used to correct the measured FID images for the influence of the preparation pulses. This provides a purely proton density weighted FID image (ignoring RX sensitivities). The FID image depends approximately linearly on the flip angle, , since small imaging tip angles are employed in conjunction with a centric k-space encoding. From the complex FID images one can invert the encoding matrix and derive FID images corresponding to single channel excitation – with correspondingly fixed single channel phase – by using a SVD based calibration method (6). Finally, utilizing those phases in combination with the absolute B1 maps per PC configuration, complex B1-maps per physical channel can be derived. The detailed workflow is shown in Fig. 1. The method was verified on a 7T research scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using an 8-channel pTX system (Step 2.1) and an 8-channel transmit / 32-channel receive array coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, USA). Data were acquired using an in-house implementation of the 3DREAM sequence (STE-first; TE1/TE2=0.88/1.57ms; Acq. duration 4.0s per volume/encoding step; 8 measurements/PC steps; TR=20s to ensure relaxation, resolution 4.5mm isometric; FOV=(180 mm)3) with a spherical phantom filled with aqueous NaCl solution with a DC conductivity of 1S/m. All phase offsets were applied relative to the CP mode. B1 map reconstruction was performed using the complex raw data exported from the scanner and processed in Matlab. Reconstructed B1 maps were compared with FDTD simulation data  (resolution 2mm) performed by the coil vendor using XFDTD (Remcom). 
Results: The acquired B1 efficiency (µT W-1/2) maps are displayed in Fig. 2 together with the simulation data. All data sets show a central slice of the phantom. One observes that the dual encoded DREAM can successfully measure the single coil B1 maps with excellent agreement with the simulation data. Most importantly, the operation fully preserves the individual transmitter phases. 

Discussion & Conclusion: The presented mixed channel cycling approach opens new degrees of freedom for efficient pTX array mapping. While it was discussed here solely for the DREAM method the strategy should be applicable to any method utilizing a magnetization preparation. Furthermore, the technique is not limited to specific encoding schemes (here PC and one-inv) but can utilize any distinct combination of encoding matrices. The hybrid cycling provides a relative B1 mapping approach (7) simultaneously within the DREAM acquisition without requiring additional measurement time. This also dictates the major limitation of the method, as it requires a linear signal response within the acquisition block – which is not limiting in the investigated scenario due to the high SNR of the 3DREAM acquisition. The combination of relative and absolute B1 mapping may further facilitate iterative corrections of the estimated B1 maps in case the signal response is not fully linear which should be reflected in deviations between predicted and measured data. 
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Figure 2: Simulated (top row) and reconstructed B1 efficiencies (µT W-1/2) for the dual 
interferometry data (bottom row) 

Figure 1: Workflow for the dual
interferometry approach 
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